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ABSTRACT

A technique for enhancing the quality of imagery was investigated. The technique consists of obtaining a video signal from a transparency and adding to this signal its first and/or second derivative(s). The efficacy of the technique was evaluated by comparing imagery produced by the video signal and its derivative(s) with imagery produced by the video signal alone. The imagery investigated consisted of standard test patterns and aerial photographs. The processed test patterns were quantitatively analyzed to determine the resolution, contrast and acuteness of the imagery. The results indicate: (1) differentiation enhances image quality, as indicated by the resolution, contrast and acuteness metrics, (2) greatest enhancement is produced by operations which include second-order differentiation, and (3) the least enhancement is produced by first-order differentiation. The aerial photographic imagery shows the same enhancing effects as those obtained with the test patterns.
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INTRODUCTION

The successful performance of many weapon systems depends upon the availability of information regarding the location and identity of enemy targets. Such information is often obtained from a display on which is presented an image of the area of interest. The task of the human in this situation is to visually search the display in order to locate and identify significant cultural and terrain features.

A prime problem frequently encountered by the human in this situation is the lack of satisfactory image quality. The image, in the course of its acquisition and display, is subject to myriad degrading factors, including: the undulatory nature of radiation, atmospheric turbulence, contrast attenuation, sensor resolution, dynamic range and system noise. The effect of these factors is uniformly in the direction of increasing the homogeneity of the spatial-luminance distribution, which is the image. Instead of being sharply separated, adjacent luminance areas will be connected by diffuse spatial-luminance transitions. Thus, contrast will be reduced and image elements, which would otherwise be resolvable, will become indistinguishable.

The sheer numerosity and diversity of the debilitating factors just enumerated indicates that some degree of image degradation is unavoidable in an operational environment. The need for reducing the extent of image quality degradation in this situation leads directly to the investigation of image enhancement techniques. The remainder of this report presents the progress made to date in the investigation of one such technique. Specifically, this presents (a) the background rationale for the enhancement technique, (b) a description of the experimental apparatus, and (c) the results from a preliminary investigation of the technique.

BACKGROUND

Factors in Image Quality

Historically, "resolution" has been regarded as the index of image quality. However, since resolution merely designates the minimum size detail which can be separated, it provides no information as to the clarity and sharpness with which larger details are reproduced. "From a study of resolution and detail contrast characteristics of photographic and television images it has long been apparent that the sharpness of an image has no fixed relation to the limit of resolution of the system . . .” (See ref 26, p 231). It has been found that image sharpness is, instead, a function of the shape and steepness of the edge-gradients of the image (ref 22). In attempting to develop a quantitative index of sharpness, Higgins and Jones (ref 12) investigated edge-gradients such as those shown in figure 1. One index investigated was the
maximum gradient, which occurs near the center of the curve. As a measure of sharpness this index failed to distinguish an edge-gradient having a sweeping toe and shoulder from one with an abrupt toe and shoulder; the latter produces a higher degree of perceived sharpness. An index based on the

![Diagram of Density Distribution](image)

Figure 1

Distribution of Density in Image of Knife-edge

average gradient between two points (eg points A and B in Figure 1) was also unsatisfactory in that it failed to distinguish between gradients like E (or F) and D which have the same average gradients. The final index selected correlated very highly ($r = 0.994$) with observer judgments of sharpness. This index, termed "scutance," was defined as the mean-square gradient divided by the density difference, or,

$$G_{scut}^2 = 2 \frac{\sum (\Delta D_i/\Delta X_i)^2}{DS},$$

(1)

where $n$ is the number of $\Delta D_i/\Delta X_i$ measurements and $DS$ is the density difference between points A and B.
Subsequent research has shown that for a more satisfactory index of image "definition", it is necessary to combine resolution with acutance. (See ref 13.) An empirical expression derived from a particular experiment suggested the formula,

\[ \text{Definition} = \text{Acutance} \cdot 1 - e^{-kR^2} \]  

where \( k \) is a constant peculiar to the particular experiment, and \( R \) is resolution. The precise relationship between acutance and resolution in their joint influence on definition remains to be worked out. In addition to these factors, image graininess has also been found to influence sharpness (ref 27). At present, image definition is believed to be influenced principally by four factors -- sharpness, resolution, graininess and tonal reproduction. However, of these four factors, sharpness (measured in terms of the edge-gradient) is believed to be most significant in determining image definition. (See ref 22.)

**Importance of Edge-Gradient in Visual Performance**

Considerable empirical evidence is available which shows directly the significant role of image edge-gradients in human visual perception and performance. If, for example, the edge-gradient is made sufficiently shallow, the difference between adjacent luminance areas in an image will not be detectable, even though the brightness differential (contrast) between the two areas is well above threshold. (See ref 21.) Moreover, by properly shaping the edge-gradient, the apparent contrast may be made to oppose that of the actual spatial-luminance distribution of the image, and in some cases to produce apparent contrast where none actually exists. It has been concluded from findings of this nature that perceived contrast is "... formed over the boundary of an object ..." (ref 21, p 113), i.e., over the spatial-luminance transition connecting adjacent areas.

The basic role of edge-gradients in perception is further illustrated by the results from retinal image stabilization investigations. When the small involuntary eye movements, which occur under normal viewing conditions, are prevented from producing motion of the retinal image, the whole field appears uniform in spite of actual luminance variations across the field. (See refs 4, 25.) It has been stated that the disappearance of perceived differences "... could be described as the progressive washing out of the contours of the image ..." (see ref 16, p 741). Riggs concludes that "... continuous involuntary motion of the eyes has one clearly demonstrated function, that of preventing the ... disappearance ... of contours ..." (See ref 24, p 16). The effect of image stabilization, however, is offset by introducing a nonstabilized edge into a stabilized field. When this is done perception of luminance differences across the entire field occur even though all areas of the image other than the edge are stabilized. (See ref 3.)

*Defined as the clarity with which details are reproduced.
The importance of the edge-gradient for human performance is well
illustrated by results from a series of studies investigating photointerpre-
tation. (See refs 6, 7, 10.) For example, the efficiency with which a
display is searched is significantly impaired when the edge-gradient is
reduced by blurring the image or by introducing differently shaped apertures.
Specifically, the duration of the usual fixations increases and the distance
between fixations decreases, as the edge-gradients are diffused. The net
result of these two effects is that a smaller proportion of the total
display is examined per unit time. The magnitude of these effects is indicated
in figure 2, in which the relative amount of display area searched per unit
time is plotted as a function of the angular width of the blur distribution
around the edge-gradient.

![Figure 2](image)

**Figure 2**
Influence of Edge-Gradient Diffusion
on Search Efficiency

Other aspects of human performance are detrimentally affected by edge-
gradients diffusion. Typically, the identifiability of objects will be
significantly reduced; target detection will also be affected, but to a lesser
degree. (See ref 8.) Of particular importance is the usual finding from such
studies that both speed and accuracy of performance is impaired and that the
two performance measures are highly correlated (eg, ref 14).
The evidence reviewed above establishes the basic role of edge-gradiente in both image quality and visual performance. The ability to extract information from an image "... depends in large measure on the ability to perceive borders..." (Ref 21, p 112), and the perception of borders depends significantly on the nature of the edge-gradient defining the border. Since a reduction in the slope of image edge-gradiente is unavoidable in any operational environment and, as a result of such image degradation, human performance is consistently impaired, an approach to image quality enhancement which is based upon the steepening of edge-gradiente is suggested. The rationale for a particular technique by which edge-gradiente may be steepened is presented in the following section.

RATIONALE FOR ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUE

The optical properties of the human eye are such that the image on the retina is degraded relative to the image entering the eye. No matter how sharp the edge-gradient between adjacent luminance areas may be, the distribution of illumination on the retina will be spread or diffused. The spread introduced by the eye derives from (1) diffraction of light by the pupillary aperture, (2) spherical and chromatic aberrations of the optical system, and (3) scattering of the image light by the dioptric media. The resulting diffusion of the image has been referred to, historically, as the "blur circle" and more recently as the "spread function" of the visual system. (Measurements and estimations of the magnitude of the diffusion, or spread of a point or line image vary from about 3 to 16µ.) (See refs 28, 29.)

In spite of the diffusing effects of the eye, the retinal image will under many conditions be perceived as being sharp and distinct. For example, if an observer views a sharp-edged, bipartite field (see figure 3a) the retinal image will have both a reduced slope and a more gradual asymptote. However, the perception of the field is quite different; the edge-gradient is perceived as steeper than the retinal image would indicate, and as having a peak and depression at the top and bottom, respectively, of the spatial-luminance plot. These relations are shown in figure 3b.

---

Figure 3
Perception of a Bipartite Field
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This phenomenon was apparently first noticed by Mach (ref 19) in 1865. He suggested then that its effect was describable as a second derivative correction applied to the retinal image. The equation proposed was,

\[ r(x) = a \log \left( \frac{a(x) - \gamma}{b} \right) \]

where \( x \) is the axis along the surface of the retina, \( r \) is the perceived (or apparent) brightness, \( a \) is the retinal illumination, and \( a, b, \) and \( \gamma \) are constants.\(^*\) (Mach noted, too, that the first derivative of the spatial-luminance distribution has little or no effect on perception, a finding which has been confirmed by Ludvig.) (See ref 18.)

Mach's hypothesis was recently investigated by O'Brien (using a difference equation approach in view of the finite spacing of the retinal mosaic.) He concludes from empirical studies that an "...analysis of the qualitative features of contours observed in relation to external changes in intensity points to a process of contour enhancement by a second-difference correction... Regions of high positive (second difference) correction corresponded to regions of positive enhancement in the subjective perception and negative corrections to negative enhancement." (See ref 21, p 119)**

The similarity of the effects between the degrading processes influencing the form of an image and those occurring within the eye, suggests the use of an enhancement technique for the inanimate sensing system similar to that employed by the human to compensate for the diffusion introduced by his optical system. Specifically, if the derivative of the image is obtained and then subtracted from the image, the operation should act to reduce the spread of the edge-gradients, ie, to sharpen them. In consequence, this operation will result in an improvement of the effective resolution of the system over that which would be obtained without the operation. Furthermore, the effective contrast (formed over the edge-gradient) of the image will be improved. Thus, the differentiation "correction" operation offers a technique by which image quality can seemingly be enhanced through an improvement in the important quality parameters of acutance, resolution and contrast. The possibility of performing the required differentiation operations and the expected enhancement effects were first enumerated in the excellent paper by Kowalsky and Joseph. (See ref 15.)

\(^{*}\)An analogous phenomenon has been observed in the eye of the Limulus (horseshoe crab) which has been interpreted as a mechanism for enhancing the detection of contours. (See ref 28.) Recently, v. Bekesy has proposed a "neural unit" which consists of an area of sensibility surrounded by a refractory area of inhibition to explain a similar phenomenon which occurs in the skin and the organ of Corti (ref 21). A recent paper has shown the underlying relationships among the various models proposed for this phenomenon. (See ref 2.)

\(^{**}\)For a discussion of possible mechanisms underlying this phenomenon, see references 5, 9 and 11.
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The remainder of this report summarizes the progress made to date in
the investigation of the derivative enhancement technique. Briefly, the
necessary experimental apparatus (described in the following section) was
constructed and evaluated, and various imagery subjected to the differen-
tion operation. The results of densitometry analyses of these materials, together
with the imagery, are included in the final section of this report.

APPARATUS

The Electro-Optical Signal Processing System (ESPS) used in this
research program was originally designed as a general purpose research device;
specific modifications and extensions of the general apparatus were required
to permit the execution of the research reported herein. The following
description of the device represents the system configuration employed in the
present program. A brief functional description of the system will be followed
by a more detailed description of key system operations and components.

Functional Description of the ESPS

A block diagram of the ESPS is presented in figure 4. The drive for
the flying spot scanner and the synchronized television monitor is supplied
from the two sine-wave oscillators. The signal generated by one oscillator
drives the vertical yokes of both the flying-spot scanner and the monitor,
while the horizontal yokes are driven by the other oscillator. The forcing function
supplied by the two oscillators drives the flying-spot (focused by an
interposing lens) so as to scan a photographic transparency. The light
intensity of the flying-spot, after passing through the transparency, is
proportional to the transmissivity of the particular point of the transparency
through which it passed. The transmitted light is then focused by the con-
densing lens onto the sensing element of the photo-multiplier. Here, the
light is converted to an electrical signal, the voltage of which is linearly
related to the intensity of the light transmitted by the photographic
transparency.

Once in an electrical form, the following operations of specific
interest may be performed on the signal:

1. First order differentiation
2. Second order differentiation
3. Signal transmission without differentiation
4. Amplification of any of the signals resulting from the above operations.
5. All possible combinations of the above operations.

Thus, the output signal, \( \psi \), may be specified as consisting of a weighted
composite of three operations

\[
\psi = \psi_0 + \psi_1 \frac{db}{dt} + \psi_2 \frac{d^2 b}{dt^2}
\]  

\( 4 \)
Figure 4
Schematic of the Electro-Optical Signal Processing System
where the \( K \)'s represent amplification factors (weights), \( \theta \) represents the undifferentiated signal, and \( \frac{d}{dt} \) represents the time derivative.

From the differentiating, amplifying and summing circuitry, the signal, \( v \), passes to the monitor grid where it modulates the intensity of the scanning beam so as to produce a tonal image on the face of the TV monitor.

**Detailed Description of EPS**

In this section, the detailed characteristics of the principal components and operations of the EPS will be described and discussed under the headings of Scanning Mode, Optical Sub-system and Differentiation Network.

**Scanning Mode**

The manner in which an image is scanned has considerable influence upon the quality and appearance of the final picture obtained on the TV monitor. This is especially true if such operations as differentiation of the image are to be performed. In conventional TV, scanning is horizontal from left to right (and top to bottom) across the face of the tube. With such a scanning mode, the edge of an object, say at right angles to the direction of scan, will be affected quite differently by differentiation than if the same edge were placed parallel to the direction of scan. To minimize this and other effects of a unidirectional scan, a multidirectional scanning pattern was employed, the principal characteristics of which will now be described.

**Scan Pattern.** The scan patterns of both the flying-spot scanner and the monitor were produced by the superposition of two independent forcing signals supplied by two audio oscillators. A sinusoidal signal (voltage) from one of the oscillators was applied to the horizontal deflection yokes. The second oscillator provided another sinusoidal signal of the same amplitude as the first, but having a slightly different frequency, which was simultaneously applied to the vertical deflection yokes. The pattern of scan produced by the combination of such signals is called a "Lissajous" figure.*

The path taken by the flying spot in drawing the Lissajous scan is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
x &= A \sin \omega t, \quad \text{and} \\
y &= A \sin (\omega + \omega)t 
\end{align*}
\]  

*Needed for the 19th century French physicist who investigated these figures through the use of a pair of tuning forks.
where $A$ is the amplitude of the signal, $\omega$ is the angular frequency (in radians per sec), and $\omega_0$ is the difference between the two angular frequencies (in radians per sec). The resulting pattern will be inscribed within a square with sides of length $2A$. An illustration of a Lissajous figure is given in figure 5; this figure was generated by a "vertical" sinusoidal signal of 20 cps in combination with a "horizontal" signal of 9 cps.* In constructing figure 5, the $(x, y)$ position of the flying-spot was computed at the end of each .001 second interval. Thus, the variation in the distance separating successive points in the figure represents the relative differences in spot velocity which occur in the process of generating the figure.

Frame Rate. If an integral number of horizontal cycles of the forcing signal occurs in exactly the same time as an integral number of vertical cycles, the flying spot will describe the same closed pattern repeatedly, i.e., the pattern will be strictly periodic, provided the ratio of the signal frequencies is a rational number. Accordingly, the time, $T$, required to draw a single, complete Lissajous pattern (i.e., the frame time) is,

$$T = \frac{2\pi n}{\omega} \frac{2\pi (n+k)}{\omega + \omega_0} \frac{2\pi (n+k)}{\omega + \omega_0 - \omega_0 + \omega} \omega$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $n$ is the number of full cycles made by the lower frequency sine wave in drawing a complete Lissajous, and $k$, an integer, is the number of cycles by which the two frequencies differ, and $\omega_0$ is the frequency difference. Note that changing $\omega$ produces proportional changes in $T$. For example, if the frequency difference $\omega_0$ is increased by a factor of 2, $T$ is decreased by a factor of 2. Such a change in $\omega_0$ would produce a wider separation between successive scan lines and thus a shorter frame time.

Small amounts of (inherent) drift in the oscillators supplying the forcing signals will vary the frame rate slightly since $\omega$, the frequency difference, is the key factor in determining $T$. Providing such drift is small, no loss in image quality is incurred nor are the filtering operations appreciably affected. In fact, the contrary effects will be produced: "gaps" between scan lines will be filled and points in the image will be scanned from a multitude of slightly different directions. Each of these effects, within limits, will act to improve the apparent and actual quality of the final TV picture. In the present study a small order of drift, averaging approximately 0.2 cycles per frame, was recorded. The recorded frequency drifts were random in direction and were not cumulative.

*The actual frequencies used in the present study were 1025 (cps) and 1023 (cps). Figure 5 is based upon frequencies of 9 and 10 cps in order to reduce the number of intersecting lines and thereby increase the clarity of the illustration.
Figure 5
Illustration of Lissajous Scan Mode
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It was found empirically that with the sine wave frequencies selected for study (i.e., approximately 102± cps), a camera exposure of 10 to 15 sec would yield an image (transparency) of the picture on the TV monitor which was generally free of scan lines. Transparencies free of scan lines were desired for densitometry purposes, in that the presence of scan lines would have interfered with the assessment of the effects of the differentiation operations.

**Scanning Velocity and Orthogonality**

Operationally, two important properties of a scan system are the velocity of the scan and the directions of scan through any point in the raster. To accomplish an undistorted* mapping from the spatial-luminance domain to the frequency-amplitude domain, the velocity of scan should be constant during the entire scanning operation. Further, to permit the determination of the spatial derivative, successive passings through any given point should be such that the directions of scan are at right angles. This orthogonality should be maintained over the entire area being scanned.

Neither of the above properties is fully realized by a Lissajous mode of scan. However, as will be shown below, the two properties are approximately realized over a sizeable portion of raster area.

The velocity of the flying-spot at any point in the scan domain may be obtained by differentiating equations (5) and (6) respectively, yielding

\[ \dot{x} = \omega A \cos \omega t \]
\[ \dot{y} = (\omega + \alpha) A \cos (\omega + \alpha) t \]

The velocity of the spot is therefore given by

\[ v = (\dot{x}^2 + \dot{y}^2)^{1/2} = A \sqrt{\omega^2 (1 - \sin^2 \omega t) + (\omega + \alpha)^2 [1 - \sin^2 (\omega + \alpha) t]}^{1/2} \]
\[ v = [\omega^2 (A^2 - x^2) + (\omega + \alpha)^2 (A^2 - y^2)]^{1/2} \number{8} \]

For a given \( \omega \) and \( \alpha \), the velocity of the scanning spot varies with its momentary position in drawing the Lissajous figure. It can be seen that the maximum velocity, \( v_{\text{max}} \), occurs at the precise center of the Lissajous figure where \( x = y = 0 \) and \( v_{\text{max}} = A \sqrt{\omega^2 + (\omega + \alpha)^2} \). The minimum velocity (i.e., zero) occurs at the extreme corners of the pattern, where \( x^2 + y^2 = A^2 \). On the perimeter of the scan pattern, midway between any two adjacent corners, the spot velocity drops to approximately 70% of \( v_{\text{max}} \). These relationships are

*Due to scanning operations.
shown in figure 6. The solid line in this figure represents the relative velocity from the center of the scan pattern \((x = y = 0)\) to the midpoint of a side of the pattern; the total distance involved is \(A\) which has been set at 1 for these calculations. The broken line represents the relative velocity from the center along the diagonal to a corner; the total distance involved here is \(\sqrt{2}A\).

![Figure 6](image)

Relative Velocity of Flying-Spot in Generating the Lissajous Figure

As noted above, the scan system should provide scanning directions which are orthogonal to each other. However, as illustrated in the Lissajous figure (figure 5), orthogonal scanning directions are not maintained across the entire figure. The extent to which the two scan paths, through a given point, fail to exhibit this property can be directly calculated. Consider, first, the angle between the two scan paths as the midpoint of a horizontal side of the Lissajous figure is approached from the center. The slope, \(m_1\), of one of the scan paths with respect to the horizontal is given by
\[ m_1 = \frac{dy}{dx} = \frac{\omega + \alpha}{\omega \cos \omega t} \cos (\omega + \alpha)t \]

Setting \( \sin \omega t = x = 0, \)

\[ m_1 = \pm \frac{\omega + \alpha}{\omega} \sqrt{1 - \sin^2 (\omega + \alpha)t}, \]

and \( m_1(0, y) = \pm \frac{\omega + \alpha}{\omega} \sqrt{1 - y^2}. \]

The slope, \( m_2, \) of the second scan path with respect to the horizontal is found to be identical to slope \( m_1. \) The angle, \( \theta, \) included between the two straight lines of slopes, \( m_1 \) and \( m_2, \) is the angular separation between the two scan directions. Figure 7 presents \( \theta \) as a function of the distance from the center of the Lissajous figure to its side.

The angular separation of the scan directions along a diagonal may be computed in a similar manner. Setting \( y = x \) (i.e., dropping \( A, \) \( \sin \omega t = \sin(\omega + \alpha)t), \)

\[ m(x, y) = \pm \frac{\omega + \alpha}{\omega}. \]

That is, along a diagonal the two scan paths maintain the same angular separation 90°, and where \( \omega \) and \( \omega + \alpha \) are large or \( \alpha \) is small, relative to \( \omega, \) the scan directions approach orthogonality. This relation is shown in figure 7.

**Optical Sub-System**

The CRT used as the flying-spot scanner in the present system has a P16 phosphor type. The spectral emission of the P16 phosphor is concentrated in the UV and near UV, with peak emission occurring at approximately 3,700 Angstroms. Due to these emission characteristics, a UV-transmitting quartz lens system is used to focus the flying-spot onto the transparency. The lens system consists of a combination of two inch diameter quartz lens elements which together form a 3 feet f/14 system.

Completing the optical system is a pair of UV-transmitting Fresnel condensing lens mounted "back-to-back." The function of this unit is to collect the light transmitted by the transparency and bring it to a focus on the photo-sensing element of the photo-multiplier. Each of the two lens is 10 inches in diameter the lens pair has a focal length of 6 feet and an f of 0.3.
The entire optical system is enclosed in an optical barrel. A small slit in this barrel permits the insertion of the transparency holder. Each element of the system can be moved along and perpendicular to the optical axis of the system; this provides for a variety of possible image scales from the same transparency, and for the scanning of selected portions of the transparency.

Differentiation Network

When the light from a scanned transparency is converted by the photo-multiplier to an electrical signal, the spatial-density distribution of the transparency is transformed to the frequency-amplitude domain. The time-varying-voltage-signal actually obtained may be viewed as comprising a series of suitably weighted sine and cosine components. The frequencies of these components, and their coefficients, will be determined largely by the spatial-density distribution of the transparency. An analysis of the frequency
Spectrum obtained from a transparency would reveal that high frequency components were contributed by areas of the transparency in which the spatial-density variations were rapid; namely, from edge-gradients and small objects. Conversely, low frequencies would be found to arise from areas in which the spatial-density variation is slow.

Through filtering techniques, the electrical signal obtained from scanning a transparency may be so modified that the resulting signal is approximately the same as that which would have been obtained had the signal been differentiated, in the mathematical sense.*

Various techniques are available for performing approximate differentiation operations. In this investigation, RC networks were used. A schematic of the differentiating circuitry is shown in Figure 8. The output of the first RC network, $e_1$, which is an approximation to the first derivative, is defined as,

$$e_1(s) = \frac{\tau_1 s}{1 + \tau_1 s} e_1(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $R_1C_1 = \tau_1$ and $s$ is the Laplacian operator. In the cascaded network, $e_1$, is the input for the second RC network, the output of which is,

$$e_2(s) = \frac{\tau_2 s}{1 + \tau_2 s} e_1(s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

where $\tau_2 = R_2C_2$. The product of these two outputs constitutes the second derivative,

$$e_2(s) = \frac{\tau_1 \tau_2 s^2}{(1 + \tau_1 s)(1 + \tau_2 s)} e_1(s)$$

Figure 8
Differentiating Network

*Mathematical differentiation is a physically unrealizable operation because of the infinitesimal ($\Delta \to 0$) involved.
After differentiation, the signals (first and second derivatives) are full-wave rectified and made negative. The resulting negative derivatives may then be amplified, independently, and combined with the undifferentiated signal, which too has an independent gain control. Thus, "weighted" combinations of the three signal classes can be formed. The final image, $\psi$, on the TV monitor may be represented as being formed from the signal

$$\psi = K_0 e_1(s) + K_1 \frac{\tau_s}{1 + \tau_s} e_1(s) + K_2 \frac{\tau_1 \tau_2 s^2}{(1 + \tau_1 s)(1 + \tau_2 s)} e_1(s),$$

where the $K_i$ represent weighting factors (amplifications) and the other terms are as defined above.

The ideal frequency-amplitude response (to a sinusoidal input) of such a circuit as that described above is shown in figure 9, together with the actual response of the circuit used in this study. The ideal and actual phase-amplitude response of the circuit is presented in figure 10. The close similarity of the two sets of curves indicates the differentiating circuitry of the ESPS approaches the ideal performance characteristics.

As shown in figure 8, the resistors in the differentiating circuit are variable. Therefore, the time constant, $\tau$, can be varied. The effect of varying the time constant acts to shift the response of the network along the frequency scale; with a small (short) $\tau$ only higher frequencies are passed, while enlarging $\tau$ acts to expand the band of passed frequencies. The need for a selective time constant arises from the necessity of imagery to be investigated. The imagery will include various target-terrain features and will differ in regard to scale, contrast and resolution. The frequency spectrum obtained from scanning the imagery will, accordingly, differ considerably and will therefore require that different frequency-bands be passed for optimum filtering of each image.

RESULTS

The effects of differentiation operations on image quality were investigated through the use of both test patterns and aerial photographs. The materials were processed through the ESPS apparatus and photographs were taken of the resultant images. A 4x5 Speed Graphic Camera with a Kodak Ektar f:4.7, 127mm lens, and super XX film was used in all the photography. This film was selected for its broad spectral response (in consonance with the broad spectral emission of the P-4 phosphor of the TV monitor) and for the relatively extensive range over which its M and D curve is linear. Transmission recordings from transparencies of the test patterns were obtained and were quantitatively analyzed to determine the acuteness, contrast and resolution characteristics of the processed imagery. (The circular scanning aperture used in these operations had a diameter of 0.001 inch.) The aerial photographic materials illustrate the effects of differentiation on complex, real imagery.
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Figure 9
Frequency-Amplitude Response of Differentiating Circuit
Test Patterns

Two test patterns were investigated: the NBS Resolution Test Chart (1952) and a sine-wave pattern marketed by Kodak Research Laboratories. The transmittance (and density) distribution of the lines comprising the NBS chart is rectangular in form, while the transmittance varies sinusoidally in the sine-wave pattern. The use of these two patterns provides fundamentally different input signals for evaluating the effects of the differentiation operations.

NBS Resolution Test Chart

Photographs of the processed NBS pattern, as presented on the TV monitor, are shown in figure 11. Below each photograph is indicated the processing conditions involved in generating the image produced by the undifferentiated video signal, while $\delta$ and $\bar{\delta}$ designate the negatives of the first and second derivatives, respectively, of the video signal. The relative amplification, or gain factor, in the series of photographs was varied only in the case of the second derivative, $\delta$, the two levels illustrated are designated by the subscripts, "H" and "L" signifying high and low gains, respectively. (The high amplification level is approximately 1.6 times that of the lower level of amplification.)

A transmittance recording through the center of the vertical set of lines was obtained for each of the photographs presented. These recordings are presented in the Appendix. From these records, acutance, contrast and resolution were calculated. The acutance was computed in accordance with equation (1): the value averaged over the first and last edge-gradients of each of the four largest line sets was calculated, and these four values were then averaged. (The $\Delta$ x unit used in the acutance calculations was 0.05 mm, but after calculation the acutance values were modified to correspond to a micron base.) The resulting acutance values are presented in table 1.

Contrast was calculated by the expression,

$$C = \frac{T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}}{T_{\text{min}}}$$

where $T_{\text{max}}$ is the average transmittance level of the three "peaks" of the line set and $T_{\text{min}}$ is the average transmittance of the two "valleys" separating the three lines. Resolution is defined as that number of lines/inch at which 2% contrast is obtained. Contrast as a function of the numbers of lines/inch is

*Because of the previously noted nonhomogeneous properties of the linearpause scan mode, only the central 20 percent of the area of the image is included in photographs presented herein. Within this area the reduction in scanning orthogonality does not exceed 20 percent (see figure 7).
plotted in figure 12 for each of the five processing conditions. The data do not permit the exact determination of the point of 2% contrast for any of the five processing conditions. An estimate of the 2% contrast point was obtained from an extrapolation of each plot, as shown by the broken lines in figure 12. (In some instances, the intersection point could be bracketed between the last set of resolved lines and the immediately following set of unresolved lines; this factor, as well as the curve form established by the available data points, was considered in the extrapolation.) The resulting estimates of the resolution for the various processing conditions are presented in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing Condition</th>
<th>Mean Acutance</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.349</td>
<td>28.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + $\delta_L$</td>
<td>2.176</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + $\delta_H$</td>
<td>4.790</td>
<td>63.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + $\delta$</td>
<td>1.780</td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + $\delta$ + $\dot{\delta}_H$</td>
<td>2.518</td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data from the MBS chart indicate that: (1) The acutance value of the image processed under the most effective condition (high gain second derivative condition) is approximately 3.50 times greater than that obtained from the undifferentiated image, 0. The next most effective conditions were the combined first and second derivatives (0 + $\delta$ - $\dot{\delta}_H$ and the low gain second derivative condition (0 + $\delta_H$), which had acutance values that were, respectively, 1.85 and 1.59 greater than the value obtained from the undifferentiated image. The least improvement (a factor of 1.35) was recorded with the first derivative operation; (2) Contrast levels were enhanced most by the second derivative high gain condition. The combined first and second derivative condition was second in effectiveness, being somewhat more effective (because of the high gain of the second derivative involved) than the low gain second derivative operation. The first order derivative condition produced an improvement in contrast for the small detail, but was increasingly ineffective for the larger detail; (3) Resolution, like acutance, was increased by all of the differentiation operations, with the greatest degree of enhancement being produced by the second derivative operations. The least amount of enhancement was, as expected, produced by first derivative operations, while an intermediate level of enhancement was produced by the combined first-and-second derivative condition.
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Figure 12
Contrast/Line Spacing Plots for NBS Patterns
Under Various Differentiation Conditions
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Sine-Wave Test Pattern

The sine test patterns were processed under the same five conditions as the NBS charts. Photographs of the processed patterns are shown in figure 13, while the transmittance recordings obtained from each of the five transparencies are presented in the Appendix. In recording the transmittance, a sample of either three or four full cycles was recorded from each of five frequency sets in each of the photographs shown in figure 13. The first four sets recorded are indicated by the white marks to the left of the middle column; the fifth, and lowest frequency set recorded is immediately above the fourth set, i.e., at the top of the middle column.

From the transmittance recordings, contrast was calculated and utilized in determining resolution as discussed above. These results are shown in figure 14. The resolution (in cycles/inch) obtained under the five different processing conditions was estimated by extrapolation, in the same manner as used in estimating the resolution of the NBS chart. These data are presented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing Condition</th>
<th>Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + (\hat{\theta}_L)</td>
<td>68.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + (\hat{\theta}_H)</td>
<td>74.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + (\hat{\theta})</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 + (\hat{\theta} + \hat{\theta}_H)</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These results are in substantial agreement with those obtained from the NBS pattern. Resolution is enhanced by all differentiation operations; the second derivative, with and without the first derivative, produces maximum enhancement, while the first derivative correction produces the least.

*The different frequencies represented in the sine pattern obviously produce different "edge-gradients"; therefore, the acutance metric was not calculated.
Figure 13
Sine-Wave Pattern Photographs
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Figure 14
Contrast/Cycle Spacing Plots for Sine Patterns
Under Various Differentiation Conditions
effect. The combination of first and second derivative correction falls between the high and low gain second derivative conditions. The effects of differentiation on contrast follow a similar pattern, although the first and second differentiation combination produces a relatively greater enhancement effect in the plane patterns than was found in the XBS materials.

Aerial Photographs

Various aerial photographs were investigated in order to assess the effects of the differentiation operations on complex real imagery. Four aerial photographs investigated are treated in this report.

Figure 15 presents a series of photographs illustrating the effects of various differentiation operations upon detail in real imagery (eg, aircraft engines, wing structure, etc). The first derivative fails to enhance detail; in fact, an apparent loss of detail and form distortion are produced by the operation. On the other hand, the second derivative appears to produce substantial enhancement of detail.

Figure 16 treats an armored tank in a bushy terrain. The first three photographs illustrate the effects of the differentiation operations. With the derivative correction the turret and gun barrel of the tank appears more distinct, and the edge gradient connecting the tank and the background is sharpened. Similarly, the clarity of the tank tracks and surrounding vegetation is enhanced. The last two photographs are included to demonstrate the effects of changing the differentiating time constant, \( \tau \). These photographs (5 and 6) were obtained with a longer time constant than that used in generating photographs 2 and 3. The lower frequencies passed by the longer time constant result in a brightness enhancement greater than that obtained with the shorter time constant; however, the longer time constant results in distortions of the image (see photograph No. 6).

Figure 17 treats a small nonmilitary airfield. The first photograph in this figure was taken under a low-gain undifferentiated condition. The second photograph was taken under a high-gain undifferentiated condition. Attention is directed to the improved contrast and resolution resulting from only the gain change. The third photograph was taken under a condition of low-gain with second derivative added. This photograph may be compared with the second photograph to obtain an appreciation of the relative effectiveness of and the different phenomena intrinsic in the differentiation and amplification operations. Although gain amplification above increases contrast, resolution is left relatively unchanged; the addition of this second derivative, however, increases both contrast and resolution.

Figure 18 parallels Figure 17 in showing the relative effects of gain versus differentiation enhancement. The “target” of interest in this figure is a group of eight oil storage tanks located in the upper lefthand quadrant of each photograph. The first photograph was taken under a low-gain undifferentiated
Figure 17
Airfield
condition. The second photograph was taken under a high-gain undifferentiated condition. As above, attention is directed to the improved contrast and resolution resulting from only the gain change. The third photograph, taken under a condition of low gain with second derivative added, may be compared with the second photograph as was done in figure 17. The fourth photograph included in figure 18 is that of the pure second derivative signal which was added to photograph 1 to produce photograph 3.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The enhancement techniques investigated in this study act to increase, or sharpen, the spatial-density gradients of the image. Basically, all the techniques investigated involve: (1) sensing the spatial-density gradients, (2) generating a signal which is, in some sense, proportional to the gradient, and (3) subtracting the latter from the original image gradients. The techniques investigated herein differ only in respect to the form of the signal which is generated, and subtracted, from the original gradients. The second derivative operation, for example, generates, at once, both a sharper and a higher amplitude signal than that produced by the first differentiation. Therefore, when the second derivative signal is subtracted, the resulting edge-gradients are steeper and the density range from the top to the bottom of the edge-gradients is increased over that obtained from the first derivative operation. When the first and second derivatives are combined, an intermediate level of enhancement would be expected. These predictable results, are in general, confirmed by the effects observable in both of the classes of imagery investigated.

From the results obtained in this investigation, it is concluded that,

(1) Differentiation operations can enhance acuteness, resolution, contrast and hence, image quality.

(2) Greatest enhancement effects are realized from operations involving the second derivative correction, alone; however, the combined first and second derivative correction may produce comparable enhancement effects under conditions in which the first derivative component has a small gain relative to the gain of the second derivative component.

(3) Enhancement effects due to the first derivative are substantially less than those produced by the other differentiation operations.

Note that the enhancement techniques were evaluated by comparing imagery modified by differentiation with imagery lacking such modification, but which had otherwise been subjected to the same scanning, processing and display conditions. This form of comparison—rather than a comparison of the differentiated
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imagery with the original image which was scanned—was selected to obtain a pure evaluation of the effects of the differentiation operations. Had the second form of comparison been chosen, the differentiation effects would have been contaminated by the scanning, processing, and display aspects of the system. In addition, it was not considered desirable to develop the necessary apparatus by which enhancement of original imagery could be accomplished, until the validity of the enhancement techniques could first be demonstrated.

Now that the efficacy of the techniques has been established, subsequent effort will be directed toward obtaining apparatus which will permit enhancement of original imagery. Paralleling this effort will be an investigation of the effects of the differentiation operations on human target identification performance; the aim of this program will be to quantitatively assess the extent of improvement in speed, accuracy and completeness of information extraction which can be realized from the use of the enhancement techniques illustrated in this study.
APPENDIX

TRANSMITTANCE RECORDINGS

This appendix contains the transmittance recordings obtained from the NBS charts and sine-wave patterns presented in figures 11 and 13, respectively. Each recording bears a number in the upper right corner which indicates the photograph from which the recording was obtained.

It can be noted from the transmission recordings that the processed image of the sine-wave patterns is distorted under all processing conditions, i.e., the transmission pattern is no longer sine in form. This distortion is introduced principally by (1) the nonlinear transformation which occurs from the monitor grid to the phosphor screen* and (2) the nonlinearities in the photographic process involved in obtaining a picture of the television image. Input-output measurements (eg., figures 9 and 10) indicate that only minor distortions of a sine signal are introduced by the system, prior to the monitor grid.
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IMAGE QUALITY ENHANCEMENT

A technique for enhancing the quality of imagery was investigated. The technique consists of obtaining a video signal from a transparency and adding to this signal its first and/or second derivative(s). The efficacy of the technique was evaluated by comparing imagery produced by the video signal and its derivative(s) with imagery produced by the video signal alone. The imagery investigated consisted of standard test patterns and aerial photographs. The processed test patterns were quantitatively analyzed to determine the resolution, contrast and acuteness of the imagery. The results indicate: (1) differentation enhances image quality, as indicated by the resolution, contrast and acuteness metrics, (2) greatest enhancement is produced by operations which include second-order differentiation, and (3) the least enhancement is produced by first-order differentiation. The aerial photographic imagery shows the same enhancing effects as those obtained with the test patterns.
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